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Probability Calculations for Three-Part Mineral
Resource Assessments
By Karl J. Ellefsen

Abstract
Three-part mineral resource assessment is a methodology
for predicting, in a specified geographic region, both the
number of undiscovered mineral deposits and the amount of
mineral resources in those deposits. These predictions are
based on probability calculations that are performed with
computer software that is newly implemented. Compared to
the previous implementation, the new implementation includes
new features for the probability calculations themselves and
for checks of those calculations. The development of the new
implementation lead to a new understanding of the probability
calculations, namely the assumptions inherent in the probability calculations. Several assumptions strongly affect the mineral resource predictions, so it is crucial that they are checked
during an assessment. The evaluation of the new implementation leads to new findings about the probability calculations,
namely findings regarding the precision of the computations,
the computation time, and the sensitivity of the calculation
results to the input.

and Spanski, 2012). However, none of these authors have
described the details of the probability calculations, described
the properties of the calculations, and discussed the suitability
of the assumptions.
These issues, as well as other issues, are addressed in the
three major sections of this report. The first section presents
the method of the probability calculations, including both the
algorithmic details and the assumptions that are inherent in
the method. The second section presents important properties of the probability calculations. The final section primarily
discusses the suitability of selected assumptions.
This report focuses on the most common type of probability calculations, namely calculations involving inputs called
“grade and tonnage models.” Calculations involving inputs
called “tonnage models” are just a special case of grade and
tonnage models, so they are discussed only briefly.

Method
Conceptual Model

Introduction
Three-part mineral resource assessment is a methodology
for predicting, in a specified geographic region, both the
number of undiscovered mineral deposits and the amount of
mineral resources in those deposits. (Singer and Menze, 2010).
These predictions are based on probability calculations, which
are implemented with computer software. A completely new
version of this software and its documentation have been
recently published as a software package called MapMark4
(Ellefsen, 2017). Although the documentation describes how
the software is used, it does not describe, for example, how
the software works. This and related information, which
are needed to understand the probability calculations, are
presented in this report.
The method of the probability calculations has been
described in conceptual terms (Harris, 1984, p. 317 and 389;
Singer and Menze, 2010, p. 148–158), and the probability calculations have been implemented in several different
computer programs (Root and others, 1992, 1998; Duval,
2001, 2002, 2012; Brown and Friedel, 2011a, 2012b; Bawic

All calculations involving known physical phenomena
are based ultimately on a conceptual model that represents
both the pertinent physical entities and the relations among
those entities. A conceptual model is important because it is
the key to mathematically formulating the calculations and to
subsequently understanding the calculation results. The conceptual model for the probability calculations is not explicitly
stated by Harris (1984, p. 317 and 389) and Singer and Menze
(2010, p. 77–158), so the model that is described next is
inferred from the cited books.
The conceptual model pertains to a permissive tract,
which is defined as a geographic region within which there
is some chance of finding mineralized rock that contains
economically important mineral resources (Singer and Menze,
2010, p. 105–117). The permissive tract may have any shape
and may even comprise noncontiguous geographic regions.
Some of the mineralized rocks in the permissive tract
may be profitable to mine. If these potentially profitable, mineralized rocks have not been publicly reported, they are called
“undiscovered deposits.” (It is possible that deposits have
been discovered, but not publicly reported, by the exploration
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company. Such deposits would still be classified as “undiscovered.”) Thus, the conceptual model is a permissive tract
in which there are zero or more undiscovered deposits. This
conceptual model is the basis for both the previous and the
new implementations of the probability calculations.

Data for the Probability Calculations
Background
In the context of the conceptual model, the goal of a
mineral resource assessment it to predict both the number
of undiscovered mineral deposits and the amount of mineral
resources in those deposits. The obvious difficulty is that
both quantities are unknown. Nonetheless, Singer and Menze
(2010, p. 77–158) developed procedures to estimate these
two quantities. The procedures require two datasets that are
not part of the conceptual model, and these two datasets are
described in the next two sections.

Grade and Tonnage Model
To predict the mineral resource amounts in the undiscovered deposits, it is assumed that the undiscovered
deposits are similar to previously discovered deposits. (This
assumption, as well as all other assumptions in the probability
calculations, are not explicitly stated by Harris [1984] and Singer
and Menze [2010]. Nonetheless, all assumptions must be stated,
so that the probability calculations can be understood by assessment geoscientists. To emphasize their importance, the text font
is bold.)
Discovered deposits are defined as mineralized rocks for
which a mineral inventory has been conducted and publicly
reported. Although a mineral inventory comprises various different types of information about the mineralized rock (Sinclair
and Blackwell, 2002, p. 1–28), only two types are pertinent to
the probability calculations. The first type is the mass of the ore.
Among economic geologists, mass usually is expressed in terms
of metric tons (1,000 kilograms) and is called “tonnage.” Thus,
economic geologists typically use the phrase “ore tonnage.” The
second type is the concentration, by weight, of the economic mineral resources. Concentration refers to the average concentration
for the entire deposit. Among economic geologists, concentration
is usually expressed in terms of percent and is called “grade.”
Ore tonnages and the grades of discovered deposits are
listed in a database called a “grade and tonnage model.” A portion
of the grade and tonnage model that accompanies MapMark4 is
shown in table 1. The first and second columns are just identifiers
for discovered deposits; they can be ignored because they are
irrelevant to the probability calculations. The remaining columns
comprise the information that is needed for the probability calculations. For this grade and tonnage model, there are two mineral
resources—copper and gold. Although this grade and tonnage
model comprises computer-generated values for ore tonnages and
mineral resource grades, it is very similar to grade and tonnage
models that use actual values.

Most scientists and engineers define a model as a mathematical representation of some phenomenon. For example, Maxwell’s equations are a mathematical model for electromagnetic
wave propagation. However, this widely accepted definition does
not apply to a grade and tonnage model, which is just a database.
Thus, the term “grade and tonnage model” is misleading.

Estimates of the Number
of Undiscovered Deposits
The number of undiscovered deposits is fixed, but
unknown. It is assumed that uncertainty about the number of undiscovered deposits can be expressed quantitatively with probability. Details of the procedure to make
these probabilistic statements is presented in Singer and
Menzie (2010, p. 132–135). The essential idea is that, during
an assessment, each team member estimates the number of
undiscovered deposits at three different probability levels. An
example of such estimates is shown in table 2. The “Name”
column lists either the names of assessment team members or
other appropriate identifiers. The “Weight” column lists the
weights associated with the estimates, which are described
in the last part of this section. The N90 column lists, for each
member, the estimated number of undiscovered deposits at a
probability of 0.90. For example, person 6 estimates that there
is a 0.90 probability of finding 3 or more undiscovered deposits in the permissive tract. Among assessment geoscientists,
Table 1. First five entries in the grade and tonnage model that
accompanies program MapMark4.
[Cu, copper; Au, gold]

Identifier

Name

DepositID1
DepositID2
DepositID3
DepositID4
DepositID5

DepositName1
DepositName2
DepositName3
DepositName4
DepositName5

Ore
Cu
Au
tonnage
grade
grade”
(metric
(percent) (percent)
tons)
8
0.52
1.47×10
4.9×10–5
7
0.30
2.60×10
4.0×10–5
8
0.60
2.21×10
1.7×10–5
0.44
9.71×107
3.5×10–5
0.59
2.14×109
3.2×10–5

Table 2. Estimates of the number of undiscovered deposits by
the 10 members of an assessment team (Zientek, 2014, p. 161). The
meaning of the columns is explained in the text.
Name

Weight

N90

N50

N10

Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8
Person 9
Person 10

0.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.01

3
2
5
2
1
3
5
3
1
10

10
5
7
10
2
10
10
5
2
20

25
10
10
20
4
20
20
7
5
60
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Distribution for the Ore Tonnages
Recall that the amount of mineral resources in the
undiscovered deposits must be predicted. One aspect of this
prediction involves the ore tonnages of the undiscovered
deposits. The undiscovered deposits are assumed to be
similar to discovered deposits having similar geology, so
the combination of the undiscovered and the discovered
deposits is assumed to be the set of all deposits. In terms
of probability, this set is called the “sample space.” There
are two cases. First, the discovered deposits are only from
the permissive tract that is being assessed. In this case, the
sample space comprises only the undiscovered and discovered
deposits within this permissive tract. Second, the discovered
deposits are from permissive tracts throughout the world. For
this case, the sample space comprises the undiscovered and
discovered deposits within the permissive tracts throughout
the world.
It is assumed that the discovered deposits are a
simple random sample from this sample space. Because of
this assumption, the ore tonnages of the discovered deposits
can be used, in a straightforward way, to estimate a probability density function (pdf) for the ore tonnages in all
deposits in the sample space. That is, it is assumed this pdf
represents the ore tonnages of all deposits, which includes
the undiscovered deposits, of course. Furthermore,
it is assumed that random samples from this pdf are
independent of one another. The task is to estimate this pdf.
To develop this pdf, consider the ore tonnages listed in
table 1. For just these five tonnages, the range is two orders of
magnitude; for the complete model, the range is three orders
of magnitude. Such a large range is common in grade and tonnage models. Consequently, within program MapMark4, the
ore tonnages are transformed with the natural logarithm, and
the pdf is developed for the transformed ore tonnages. There
are two choices for the pdf. One choice is the normal distribution, for which the mean and standard deviation are estimated
with the sample mean and sample standard deviation. The
other choice is a kernel density estimate (Hastie and others,
2009, p. 208–209; Shalizi, 2016, p. 319–321), for which the
kernel is Gaussian. For both choices, random samples are
drawn and then are transformed with exponentiation, yielding

random samples of ore tonnage. These random samples
implicitly define the probability pdf for the ore tonnage in all
deposits, which includes the undiscovered deposits.
An example of a pdf for the ore tonnage in an undiscovered deposit is shown in figure 1. The pdf, which is represented by the histogram, was generated from the complete
grade and tonnage model, of which a portion is shown in
table 1. The match between this pdf and ore tonnages from the
grade and tonnage model is one way to check the estimated
pdf; additional ways are described in Ellefsen (2017).

Distribution for the Mineral Resource
and Gangue Grades
The argument for developing this distribution is very
similar to that for the ore tonnage. Nonetheless, to minimize
the chance of misunderstanding, the complete argument for the
mineral resource and gangue grades is presented. Recall that
the amount of mineral resources in the undiscovered deposits
must be predicted. One aspect of this prediction involves the
mineral resource and gangue grades of the undiscovered deposits.
Because the undiscovered deposits are assumed to be similar to
discovered deposits having similar geology, the combination the
undiscovered and the discovered deposits is assumed to be
the sample space for all deposits. This assumption is identical to the corresponding assumption in section “Distribution of
Ore Tonnages.”
It is assumed that the discovered deposits are a simple
random sample from the sample space. Again, this assumption is identical to the corresponding assumption in section
“Distribution of Ore Tonnages.” Because of this assumption, the
mineral resource and gangue grades of the discovered deposits
can be used to estimate a pdf that applies to all deposits in the
sample space. That is, it is assumed this pdf represents the
mineral resource and gangue grades of all deposits, which
includes the undiscovered deposits, of course. Furthermore,
it is assumed that random samples from this pdf are independent of one another. The task is to estimate this pdf.
0.6

0.4

Density

this probability is called an “elicitation percentile of 90.” The
N50 and N10 columns are similar and list, for each member,
the estimated number of undiscovered deposits at elicitation
percentiles of 50 and 10.
For most team members, the weight should be 1.00,
which is the standard value. If a team member is an expert,
then the weight for that member should be greater than 1.00
(for example, person 6). If the team member is a novice,
then the weight for that member should be less than 1.00 (for
example, person 1). If the estimates by a team member differ
significantly from the estimates by other team members, then
the weight should be small (for example, person 10).

0.2

0
1e+07

1e+09

Ore tonnage, in metric tons

Figure 1. Probability density function (histogram) that represents the
ore tonnage in an undiscovered deposit. The red vertical lines at the
bottom represent the ore tonnages from the grade and tonnage model.
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To develop this pdf within program MapMark4, the
gangue grade is calculated for each discovered deposit in the
grade and tonnage model. It is simply 100 minus the sum of
the mineral resource grades. The combined mineral resource
and gangue grades are defined in a mathematical entity called
the simplex. Defining pdfs within the simplex is difficult, so
the combined grades undergo the isometric log-ratio transform (Pawlowsky-Glahn and others, 2015, p. 37), and the
transformed grades are now in a real vector space, in which
standard statistical methods can be applied. Thus, a standard
pdf is now developed for these transformed grades; there
are two choices for this pdf. One choice is the multivariate
normal distribution, for which the mean vector and covariance
matrix are estimated with the sample mean vector and sample
covariance matrix. The other choice is a multivariate kernel
density estimate (Hastie and others, 2009, p. 208–209; Shalizi,
2016, p. 319–321), for which the kernel is Gaussian. For both
choices, random samples are drawn and then undergo the
inverse isometric log-ratio transformation (Pawlowsky-Glahn
0.6

and others, 2015, p. 37), yielding random samples of mineral
resource and gangue grades. These random samples implicitly
define the probability distribution for the mineral resource and
gangue grades in all deposits, which includes the undiscovered
deposits.
An example of a pdf for the mineral resource and gangue
grades is generated from the complete grade and tonnage
model, of which a portion is shown in table 1. It is important
to remember that the grades are defined in a simplex of dimension 3, which corresponds to the copper, gold, and gangue
grades. Analyzing a pdf that is plotted within the simplex is
often difficult. Instead, the log-ratios of the pdf grades are
plotted as histograms. In this case, there are log-ratios for the
copper and gold grades, for the copper and gangue grades,
and for the gold and gangue grades; so there are three histograms (fig. 2). The match between the histograms and the
corresponding log-ratios from the grade and tonnage model
is one way to check the pdf, additional ways are described in
Ellefsen (2017).

A

B

0.6
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2

0

0

Density

7

8

9

10

11

12

Log ratio of copper and gold, no units

–7

–6

–5

–4

Log ratio of copper and gangue, no units

C

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
–17

–16

–15

–14

–13

Log ratio of gold and gangue, no units

Figure 2. A, B, and C, Histograms of the log-ratios of the grades from the joint probability density function that represents the grades in
an undiscovered deposit. The red vertical lines at the bottom represent the grades from the grade and tonnage model.
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Distribution for the Number
of Undiscovered Deposits
Recall that the number of undiscovered deposits must
be predicted. Although estimates of this number have been
made by the assessment team members (for example, table 2),
these estimates are not in a form that is suitable for the probability calculations. Rather, the estimates must be recast as
a probability mass function (pmf). It is assumed that this
pmf characterizes the number of undiscovered deposits in
the permissive tract. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
random samples of the number of undiscovered deposits
are independent of one another.
The pmf should satisfy at least two criteria. First, it
should fit, as well as possible, the estimates of the number of
undiscovered deposits that are generated by the assessment
team members (for example, table 2). In other words, this
criterion is to avoid underfitting the estimates. Second, it
should not fit the estimates perfectly because the estimates
are erratic. In other words, this criterion is to avoid overfitting
the estimates.
A way to satisfy these two criteria is to pick a smoothly
varying pmf that can be easily adjusted to have different
shapes. The smoothness ensures that the problem of overfitting
is minimized, and the variety of different shapes ensures
that the problem of underfitting is minimized. Thus, within
program MapMark4, the chosen pmf is the negative binomial.
The task is to estimate the parameters of this pmf such that it
fits, as well as possible, the estimates of the number of undiscovered deposits.
The best-fitting pmf can be estimated with optimization.
The cost function c for the optimization is chosen to be:
M

3

i =1

j =1

r

c = ∑wi ∑ N ji − N j ( µ , σ ) .

(1)

Term Nji is the estimated number of undiscovered deposits.
Index j refers to the three elicitation percentiles, 90, 50, and
10; index i refers to an assessment team member. Hence term
Nji is the data from table 1, for example. Term Nj(µ, σ) is the
number of predicted deposits for the percentile indexed by j.
This prediction is calculated from the negative binomial pdf
for which the mean is µ and the standard deviation is σ. The
difference Nji – Nj(µ, σ) represents the mismatch between the
data and the prediction. The absolute value of the mismatch is
raised to the power r, which is usually set to 1 so that optimization is robust. This quantity is summed over all three
elicitation percentiles, and the scaled by weight wi, which
is the weight for team member i from table 1, for example.
This scaled sum, which pertains to one team member, is
then summed over all team members. The final sum is the
cost function, which collectively represents the mismatches
between all data and all predictions.

The optimal pmf is that which minimizes the mismatches
between all data and all predictions—namely, minimizes the
cost function. This minimization requires two steps. First, the
cost function is calculated over a dense grid of points representing different values of the mean µ and the standard deviation σ. For this grid, the minimum and maximum values of µ
are the weighted means of columns N90 and N10, respectively.
The minimum value of σ is  , which is the smallest possible value of the standard deviation for a negative binomial
pmf. The maximum value of σ is the difference between the
weighted means of columns N90 and N10. The value of the cost
function c is examined at each grid point. At that grid point
with the minimum value of c, the mismatches between all data
and all predictions are almost as small as they can possibly
be. Thus, the pmf that generates the predictions is close to the
optimal pmf. The second step in the minimization is to determine the optimal pmf. The mean µ and the standard deviation
σ that are associated with the minimum-value grid point are
the starting values for the optimization algorithm (Nelder and
Mead, 1965) that determines the optimal pmf. The result of the
two-step minimization is an estimated pmf that is optimal in
the sense specified by the cost function.
Equation 1 shows the importance of the weights. Large
weights make the cost function larger than it would be
otherwise. Conversely, small weights make the cost function
smaller than it would be otherwise. Thus, the minimization of
the cost function is more affected by those mismatches with
large weights than by those mismatches with small weights.
Hence, the optimal pmf is more affected by the experts than
it is by both the novices and those team members making
anomalous estimates.
An example of a pmf for the number of undiscovered
deposits is shown in figure 3A. This pmf was optimized to fit
the estimated numbers listed in table 2. To evaluate the fit, the
pmf is recast as elicitation percentiles, which are plotted in
figure 3B along with the estimated numbers from table 2. It is
important to discount the estimated numbers from person 10,
which correspond to the rightmost circle at each elicitation
percentile in figure 3B. The recast pmf passes through the
clusters of red circles at all three elicitation percentiles. The
recast pmf exactly fits 4 estimates at elicitation percentile 50
and 3 estimates at elicitation percentile 10. Thus, this pmf best
represents the estimates of the number of undiscovered deposits, in the sense specified by the cost function (eq. 1).

Simulation of the Undiscovered Deposits
Recall that the goal of the mineral resource assessment
is to predict both the number of undiscovered deposits and the
amount of mineral resources in those undiscovered deposits.
This prediction is accomplished by simulation, using random
samples from the pdf for the ore tonnages, the pdf for the mineral resource and gangue grades, and the pmf for the number of
undiscovered deposits. It is assumed that the ore tonnages,
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A

B
100
90

Elicitation percentiles

Probability

0.6

0.4

0.2

50

10
0

0
0

10

20

30

Number of undiscovered deposits

40

0

20

40

Number of undiscovered deposits

60

EXPLANATION
Number of assessment team
members picking the same
number of undiscovered
deposits
1
2
3
4

Figure 3. A, Negative binomial probability mass function representing the number of undiscovered deposits in the permissive tract.
B, Probability mass function recast as elicitation percentiles (black dots) and compared to the estimated numbers of undiscovered deposits
(red circles). The size of a red circle indicates how many assessment team members picked the same number of undiscovered deposits.

the mineral resource and gangue grades, and the number
of undiscovered deposits are probabilistically independent
of one another. Thus, random samples of ore tonnage are not
coupled to random samples of mineral resource and gangue
grades, which, in turn, are not coupled to random samples of
the number of undiscovered deposits. Consequently, simulation
with these random samples is somewhat simple.
A single simulation is performed on two levels. The first
level is that of the permissive tract. A random sample N is
drawn from the pmf for the number of undiscovered deposits;
DEN0042_fig_03
it represents the number of simulated undiscovered deposits
\\IGSKAHCMVSFS002\Pubs_Common\Jeff\den17_cmrp00_0042_tm_ellefson\report_figures
within in the permissive tract. The second level of the simulation is that of the undiscovered deposit. For each of the N
undiscovered deposits, a random sample of ore tonnage is
drawn from its pdf, and a random sample of mineral resource
and gangue grades is drawn from its pdf. These two random
samples characterize the simulated undiscovered deposit.
(There is a special case. If N = 0, then no random samples of
ore tonnage and grades are drawn.) Many such simulations
are performed, and the appropriate number of simulations is
considered in the Discussion section.

Distribution for Total Ore and
Mineral Resource Tonnage
Assessment geoscientists usually desire a summary of
the simulated mineral resource amounts. To this end, the
assessment geoscientist use summary statistics of total ore

and mineral resource tonnages in all simulated undiscovered
deposits within the permissive tract. To understand how these
total tonnages are calculated, recall how a single simulation is performed. For each of the N simulated undiscovered deposits, random sample of ore tonnage in simulated
undiscovered deposit i is represented by Oi, and the grade
of mineral resource j in simulated undiscovered deposit i
is represented by Gij. Index i ranges from 1 to N, and index
j ranges from 1 to J, which equals the number of mineral
resources. Gangue is omitted because gangue tonnage is
not of interest to the assessment geoscientists. A mineral
resource tonnage is the product of the ore tonnage and the
mineral resource grade. Thus, the ore and mineral resource
tonnages in simulated undiscovered deposit i are represented
by random vector Wi:
Wi = (Oi,OiGi1,OiGi2, ... , OiGij)

(2)

The sum of the ore and mineral resource tonnages in the N
simulated undiscovered deposits equals the total ore and
mineral resource tonnages in the permissive tract, which is
represented by random vector T:
T = W1 + W2 ... + WN,

(3)

(Harris and Carrigan, 1981). Suppose that 20,000 total simulations are performed. Then there are 20,000 samples of random
vector T. Collectively, these 20,000 samples implicitly define a
multivariate pdf for random vector T.
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As an example, 20,000 simulations are performed using
the pdf for ore tonnage (fig. 1), the pdf for mineral resource
grades (fig. 2), and the pmf for the number of undiscovered
deposits (fig. 3A). The simulations are summarized by the total
ore and mineral resource tonnage—the multivariate pdf for T
comprises the total ore tonnage, the total copper tonnage, and
the total gold tonnage. One way to analyze this multivariate
pdf is to plot just the univariate, marginal pdf (fig. 4A). In the
upper left corner of the plot, the probability of zero tonnage is
printed. This probability will be nonzero whenever the pmf for
the number of undiscovered deposits has a nonzero probability
for zero deposits (fig. 3). The univariate, marginal complementary cumulative distribution functions are shown in figure 4B.
The upper asymptote for these functions equals one minus
the probability for zero deposits. Another way to analyze this
multivariate pdf is to plot each of the univariate and bivariate
marginal pdfs (Ellefsen, 2017).

(5)

Equation 5 shows that the variance of the total ore and mineral
resource tonnage in the permissive tract is a sum of two scaled
variances. The variance of the ore and mineral resource tonnage in an undiscovered deposit Σ and the variance of the
number of undiscovered deposits σ N2 .
Equations 4 and 5 involve four parameters that must be
calculated. The mean number of undiscovered deposits µN and
the associated variance σ N2 are calculated directly from the
pmf. The two statistics for W are calculated from its random
samples. Recall that both the pdf for the ore tonnage and the
pdf for the grades are defined implicitly by random samples.
A
Probability of zero
tonnage = 0.008

(4)

in which µN =  (N). Equation 4 states that the mean of the
total ore and mineral resource tonnages in the permissive tract
is a product of two quantities: the mean number of simulated
undiscovered deposits and the mean ore and mineral resource
tonnages in a simulated undiscovered deposit. This simple
result is intuitive.
The formula for the variance is most easily derived using
conditional variance. The equation for conditional variance,
expressed in terms of the previously presented variables, is
var(T) = [var(T|N)] + var[(T|N)] (Grimmett and Stirzaker,
2001, p. 69). To derive the first term on the right side, use
equation 3: var(T|N) = NΣW in which ΣW = var(W). (Recall
that Wi and Wk (i ≠ k) are independent of one another.) Consequently, [var(T|N)] = µN ΣW. To derive the second term on the
right side, use the previously presented expression for (T|N):
var[(T|N)] = var[NµW] = σ N2 µW µ ′W for which σ N2 = var(N) and
the symbolµ ′ indicates transpose. Using these derivations for
the first and second terms, the variance is:
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B
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Probability

The mean and the variance of T can be calculated with
analytic formulas. These two formula-calculated statistics are
important for at least two reasons. They are used to check both
the simulation and the distribution of total ore and mineral
resource tonnages (section “Checking the final calculations”), and they are needed for sensitivity analyses (section
“Sensitivity Analysis”).
The formula for the mean is most easily derived using
conditional expectation. The equation for conditional expectation, expressed in terms of the previously presented variables, is (T) = [(T |N)] (Grimmett and Stirzaker, 2001,
p. 105). Using equation 3, (T |N) = NµW in which µW = (W).
Consequently,

Density

0.75

Mean and Variance of the Total Ore
and Mineral Resource Tonnage

(T) = µNµW,

2

var(T) = µN ΣW + σ N µW µ ′W.
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Figure 4. A, Univariate, marginal, probability density functions
and B, univariate, marginal, complementary cumulative
distribution functions for the total ore and mineral resource
tonnages in all undiscovered deposits within the permissive tract.
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These random samples are used in equation 2 to generate
random samples of W. The mean of the random samples of W
is µW, which is a random vector. The variance of the random
samples of W is ΣW, which is a random matrix. Consequently,
(T ) is a random vector, and var(T) is a random matrix.

Checking the Final Calculations
The first part of the probability calculations—the calculation of the pdf for the ore tonnage, the pdf for the grades, and
the pmf for the number of undiscovered deposits—includes various graphical checks to ensure that these calculations are properly performed. However, a check of the final calculations—the
simulation of undiscovered deposits and the calculation of the
pdf for total ore and mineral resource tonnage—has not been
presented. Such a check is needed to ensure that the mineral
resource predictions are properly calculated.
The key to checking the final calculations is the analytic
formulas for the mean and the variance of the total ore and
mineral resource tonnage in the permissive tract. Recall that
these formulas use statistics derived from the pdf for the ore
tonnage, the pdf for the grades, and the pmf for the number of
undiscovered deposits. Thus, the formulas are independent of
the final calculations. Consequently, the mean and the variance from the analytic formulas are compared to the mean and
the variance estimated from the pdf for total ore and mineral
resource tonnage, and this comparison constitutes the check of
the final calculations.
The mean calculated from the analytic formula and the
mean calculated from the pdf are random vectors. Likewise,
the variance calculated from the analytic formula and variance
calculated from the pdf are random matrices. Samples of these
statistics are generated by performing the probability calculations many times. As an example, the probability calculations
presented in section “Method” are repeated 350 times, yielding 350 samples of each statistic. Comparison of the variance
matrices is facilitated by decomposing each matrix into a
standard deviation vector and a correlation matrix. Because a
correlation matrix is symmetric, only the elements in its upper
triangle are needed for the comparison.
Consider, for example, the mean ore tonnage. There are
350 samples of this statistic calculated with the analytic formula
and 350 corresponding samples of this statistic calculated from
the pdf. To determine their similarity, each formula-calculated
sample is subtracted from the corresponding pdf-calculated
sample; the difference is divided by the formula-calculated
sample and multiplied by 100 to yield the relative difference in
percent. The relative differences for all 350 samples are plotted
as a histogram (fig. 5A). The same procedure is used for the
other statistics (figs. 5B–I). For all nine statistics, the relative
differences are centered at zero—the interpretation of this result
is that the final calculations are correct.
Readers will observe that the spreads for the standard
deviations (figs. 5D, E, and F) are much larger than the
spreads for the other statistics (figs. 5A, B, C, G, H, and I). The
reason is that standard deviations are harder to estimate than

the other statistics are. Readers will also observe that there are
a few outliers in the relative differences for the standard deviations and the correlation coefficients (figs. 5D–I). The likely
reason for these outliers is that the simulation includes some
random samples of ore tonnage from the long right tail of its
pdf, skewing the statistics. Thus, these outliers are not errors,
and the probability calculations are performed properly.
The computation of the histograms in figure 5 requires
many hours, so it is impractical to compute such distributions
for routine probability calculations. Nonetheless, it is practical
to compare corresponding pdf statistics and formula-calculated
statistics for a single probability calculation. Such a comparison provides a quick check for final probability calculations.
It is important to remember that, although the difference for a
standard deviation or a correlation coefficient might be large
in rare cases (fig. 5D–I), the final calculations are still performed correctly.

Calculations Summary
The probability calculations are somewhat complex, so the
essential ideas underlying the probability calculations are summarized. They require five steps. The first step is estimating the
pdf that represents the ore tonnage in an undiscovered deposit;
the estimation uses information from the grade and tonnage
model. The second step is estimating the pdf that represents the
mineral resource and gangue grades in an undiscovered deposit;
again, the estimation uses information from the grade and tonnage model. The third step is estimating the pmf that represents
the number of undiscovered deposits in the permissive tract; the
estimation uses information generated by the assessment team
members. The fourth step is simulation—the information from
the two pdfs and the pmf are combined to predict, in a probabilistic way, the ore tonnages and mineral resource grades in the
undiscovered deposits within the permissive tract. The fifth and
final step is to summarize the simulation by calculating the total
ore and mineral resource tonnages in the undiscovered deposits
within the permissive tract.

Properties of the Probability
Calculations
Precision
Recall that the mean vector, the standard deviation vector,
and the correlation matrix that are calculated from the pdf for
the total ore and mineral resource tonnage are random quantities. Thus, the vector and matrix elements are random quantities that have distributions. The spreads of these distributions
indicate the precision of the probability calculations. That is,
if the spreads are small, then the calculations are precise. My
anecdotal observation is that the precision is strongly affected
by the number of simulations. Thus, the relation between precision and the number of simulations is investigated.
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Figure 5. A–I, Check of the final calculations. Each histogram represents the relative difference between a statistic calculated from
the pdf of total ore and mineral resource tonnage and the corresponding statistic calculated with an analytic formula.

Samples of the mean vector, the standard deviation vector, and the correlation matrix are generated by performing
the probability calculations many times. As an example, the
probability calculations presented in the Method section of
this report are repeated 350 times, and the number of simulations for each repetition is 2,500. The result of the repeated
calculations is 350 samples of each statistic, which constitute
a distribution for that statistic. The spread of the distribution is
quantified by its standard deviation, which is called “simulaDEN0041_fig_05
tion standard error” in the context of a Monte Carlo simulation
\\IGSKAHCMVSFS002\Pubs_Common\Jeff\den17_cmrp00_0042_tm_ellefson\report_figures
(DeGroot and Schverish, 2002, p. 704). This computation is
repeated five times, and the five simulation standard errors for
each statistic are summarized by the median. This procedure is
repeated for 5,000; 10,000; 20,000; and 40,000 simulations.
The relation between the simulation standard error and
the number of simulations is presented in figure 6. For all nine
statistics, the simulation standard error decreases nonlinearly
as the number of simulations increases. (The trend is somewhat irregular for the three standard deviations, [fig. 6D, E,

and F] because these estimates of the simulation standard error
are especially noisy.) Thus, the precision of the calculations
increases as the number of simulations increase.

Computation Time
Computation time is important because it is the time that
an assessment geoscientist must wait to get the results of the
probability calculations. Consequently, the computation time
is investigated for two input parameters to the probability
calculations—the pmf and the number of simulations. For
this investigation, the probability calculations presented in the
Method section of this report are timed for 2,500 simulations.
There are 10 repetitions of these calculations because computation time varies somewhat, and the 10 computation times are
summarized by their median. This procedure is repeated for
5,000; 10,000; 20,000; and 40,000 simulations. These times
pertain to one pmf, which is called “Pmf 1” and is generated
from the data in table 1.
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Figure 6. A–I, Effect of the number of simulations on the simulation standard error.

Within software package MapMark4 (Ellefsen, 2017),
there are three other datasets like that in table 1, and these
datasets are used to generate pmfs that are called “Pmf 2,”
“Pmf 3,” and “Pmf 4.” The computation times for these three
pmfs are calculated using the previously described procedure.
The results for all four pmfs are summarized in figure 7A.
Except for Pmfs 1 and 4 at 2,500 simulations, the graph shows
that as the number of simulations increases, the computation time increases. The reason for the exception is that other
factors have a greater effect on the computation time than the
2,500 simulations do.
The graph in figure 7A also shows that the computation
DEN0041_fig_06
times differ for the four pmfs. To understand this phenom\\IGSKAHCMVSFS002\Pubs_Common\Jeff\den17_cmrp00_0042_tm_ellefson\report_figures
enon, recall how a single simulation is performed. A random
sample N is drawn from the pmf for the number of undiscovered deposits; for each of the N undiscovered deposits,
a random sample of ore tonnage is drawn from its pdf, and
a random sample of mineral resource and gangue grades is
drawn from its pdf. Thus, as N increases, the computation time
should increase.

A statistic that summarizes the possible values of the N is
the mean of the pmf, and the means for Pmfs 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
10.7, 112, 6.36, and 1.11, respectively. The computation time
as a function of this mean is plotted in figure 7B for different
numbers of simulations. Except for 2,500 simulations, the graph
shows that, as the mean increases, the computation time tends
to increase. (Other graphs based on the variance, the mode and
the maximum of the pmf show similar trends.) The bend in each
line indicates that other factors affect the computation time—the
mean only partially explains the computation time.

Sensitivity Analysis
It is important for the assessment geoscientists to understand how the inputs to the probability calculations affect
the outputs. Determining these effects usually is called a
“sensitivity analysis.” A simple way to conduct a sensitivity
analysis involves the analytic formulas for the total ore and
mineral resource tonnage (eqs. 4 and 5). The four parameters
in these equations are related to the inputs to the probability
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Because of the lower bounds for δµN and δ(T), the ratios on
both sides of equation 6 have a lower bound of –1.
The left side of equation 6 is interpreted as the relative
change in the mean of a total ore or mineral resource tonnage,
and the right side as the relative change in the mean of the
number of undiscovered deposits. Clearly, the relative changes
are equal. Thus, if the mean of the number of undiscovered
deposits increases by, say, 50 percent, then the mean of a total
ore or mineral resource tonnage will increase by 50 percent.
This simple relation shows how an input to the probability
calculations affects an output. The importance of this relation
is most obvious, if the change in the input is an error in the
pmf, which would be caused by an error in the estimates of the
number undiscovered deposits that are provided by the assessment team members.
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Figure 7. A, Effect of the number of simulations on the computation
time, for four probability mass functions (pmf). B, Effect of the mean of
the pmf on the computation time, for five numbers of simulations.

calculations, so four sensitivity analyses could be conducted.
However, such a comprehensive analysis is beyond the scope
of this report. Instead, because some assessment geoscientists
believe that determining an appropriate pmf is difficult, a
sensitivity analysis is conducted for its mean µN.
In equation 4, the mean µN is changed by amount δµN, for
which the lower bound is –µN ≤ δµN. Consequently, the mean
(T) change by amount δ(T), for which the lower bound is
(T) ≤ δ(T). The relation incorporating these changes is
(T) + δ(T) = (µN + δµN)µW. Equation 4 is subtracted from
this equation, and the result is δ(T) = δµN µW. Instead of using
the random vectors δ(T) and µW for the sensitivity analysis,
an individual vector element, which is referenced by index k,
is used. Thus, the equation δ(Tk) = δµN µW k contains only
scalar quantities. This equation is divided by the correspondden17_cmrp00_0042_tm_ellefson\report_figures
ing scalar version of equation 4, and the result is:

Discussion
Suitability of the Assumptions
The accuracy of a mineral resource prediction, which
is conducted with the three-part method of mineral resource
assessment, depends upon the suitability of the assumptions.
That is, if the assumptions are unsuitable, then the mineral
resource prediction will be inaccurate. The suitability of several
assumptions, which are presented in section “Method,” require
some discussion.
It is assumed that the undiscovered deposits are
similar to previously discovered deposits. Similarity includes
the geology, the mining technology, and the ore processing technology. If these factors change significantly, then the
assumption may be unsuitable and the mineral resource predictions inaccurate.
It is assumed that the discovered deposits are a simple
random sample from the sample space that comprises both
the undiscovered and the discovered deposits. If the discovered
deposits are a simple random sample, then the discovered deposit
depends neither upon its ore tonnage nor its mineral resource and
gangue grades. However, in some permissive tracts, large deposits tend to be discovered first (Chung and others, 1992; Stanley,
1992; Long, 1995). In such permissive tracts, the assumption
is unsuitable (Bultman and Gettings, 1996). If the unsuitability
is ignored and if the discovered deposits from the permissive
tract are used for the grade and tonnage model, then the mineral
resource prediction will be too high. Thus, this assumption must
be carefully considered during an assessment.
It is assumed that random samples from the pdf that
represents the ore tonnages of all deposits are independent
of one another. In geologic terms, the implication is that the
ore tonnage in an undiscovered deposit is independent, and
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hence uncorrelated, with the ore tonnage in another undiscovered deposit, even if the two deposits are close to one another
and are generated by the same physical processes. The corresponding assumption for the mineral resource and gangue
grades has a similar implication. If proximity is important
to the ore-forming process, then these two assumptions may
be unsuitable.
It is assumed that the ore tonnages, the mineral
resource and gangue grades, and the number of undiscovered deposits are probabilistically independent of one
another. Independence of the tonnages, the grades, and the
number of undiscovered deposits means that there is no relationship or coupling between them. However, for some mineral resources, tonnages and grades are coupled (Harris, 1984,
p. 253–264). If the coupling is a negative correlation—as the
tonnage increases, the grades tend to decrease—then neglecting the coupling will cause the mineral resource predictions to
be too high. Thus, this assumption must be carefully considered during an assessment.

Tonnage Models
To understand a tonnage model, it is helpful to recall the
grade and tonnage model that is described in section “Grade
and Tonnage Model.” Each entry in a grade and tonnage
model includes a deposit identifier, a deposit name, the ore
tonnage, the grade of each mineral resource. However, a grade
and tonnage model is inappropriate if the deposits are not
characterized by ore tonnage and grade, but only by mineral
resource tonnage. For such situations, a tonnage model is
appropriate. Each entry in a tonnage model includes a deposit
identifier, a deposit name, and the mineral resource tonnage.
An example of a tonnage model is in Ellefsen (2017). For the
current implementation of software package MapMark4, a tonnage model comprises only one mineral resource.
To perform probability calculations for a tonnage model,
a pdf for the mineral resource tonnages in the undiscovered
deposits must be developed. The argument for developing this
pdf is identical to that in section “Distribution of the Ore Tonnages.” In this sense, the mineral resource tonnage for a tonnage model is the exact analog of the ore tonnage for a grade
and tonnage model. Thus, all assumptions in section “Distribution of the Ore Tonnages” apply to the probability calculations
for the tonnage model.
The next two steps in the probability calculations—
developing a pmf for the number of undiscovered deposits and
simulating the undiscovered deposits in the permissive tract—
are identical to those in sections “Distribution of the Number
of Undiscovered Deposits” and “Simulation of the Undiscovered Deposits.” Thus, all assumptions in those sections apply
to the probability calculations for the tonnage model.
The final step in the probability calculations is generating
the distribution for the total mineral resource tonnages in the
undiscovered deposits in the permissive tract. This step requires
only a slightly different interpretation of the random variables

in equation 2. Random variable Oi now represents the mineral
resource tonnage in undiscovered deposit i, and random vector
Wi now comprises just a single element, Oi. With this different
interpretation of the variables, the total mineral resource tonnage is calculated with equation 3.
Every step of the probability calculations for a grade and
tonnage model, except the step for the developing a pdf for the
grades, is identical, or almost identical, to that for a tonnage
model. To account for the few differences, a few modifications were added to software package MapMark4. Thus, one
software package can be used for both models.

Number of Simulations
An important parameter in the probability calculations
is the number of simulations. The choice of a suitable value
for this parameter is influenced by two properties. As the
number of simulations increases, the simulation standard error
decreases (fig. 6) but the computation time increases (fig. 7). I
am unaware of any simple rule for selecting a suitable number
of simulations based on these two properties. Nonetheless,
my experience is that roughly 20,000 simulations is a reasonable balance between a relatively small standard error and a
relatively small computation time.

Conclusions
New Features
The new implementation of the probability calculations
includes many new features. These features can be grouped
into the two broad categories. The first category pertains to the
implementation of the probability calculations, and within this
category here are four, significant new features. First, the pdf
for the ore tonnages may be generated with a kernel density
estimate, which is a simple, well-established method for
nonparametric distributions. Second, the pdf for the mineral
resource and gangue grades is generated using the methods
for compositional data analysis. It replaces the ad hoc method
in the earlier versions of the software—a method that I have
been unable to reproduce. The pdf is generated using either a
multivariate normal distribution or a kernel-density estimate.
Third, the pmf for the number of undiscovered deposits is
a negative binomial distribution that is estimated directly
from the elicitation percentiles provided by the assessment
team members. It replaces the need for consensus elicitation
percentiles from the assessment team. In addition, it replaces
the geologically implausible pmf in earlier versions of the
software—a thorough discussion of the reasons for geological
implausibility are beyond the scope of this report. Fourth, the
new implementation can perform probability calculations for a
tonnage model.
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The second category of new features pertains to checks
of the probability calculations, and within this category there
are four, significant new features. First, the pdf for the ore
tonnages can now be checked with various plots and tables,
to ensure that it adequately represents the ore tonnages in the
grade and tonnage model. Second, the pdf for the mineral
resource and gangue grades can be similarly checked. Third,
the pmf for the number of undiscovered deposits can be
checked to ensure that it adequately represents the elicitation
percentiles provided by the assessment team members. Fourth,
the deposit simulation and the distribution for total ore and
mineral resource tonnage can be checked by comparing various statistics. This check ensures that both the deposit simulation and the distribution for total tonnage are correct.

New Understanding
This report presents the assumptions that are inherent in
the probability calculations. In addition, this report discusses
the suitability of selected assumptions and the constraints that
they place on mineral resource assessments. Mineral resource
assessment geoscientists must ensure that these assumptions
are appropriate for their assessment area; otherwise, their mineral resource predictions will be inaccurate.

New Findings
This report presents analytic formulas for the mean
and variance of the total ore and mineral resource tonnage.
These formulas are needed to check the deposit simulations
and the distribution of the total ore and mineral resource
tonnages. In addition, these formulas are used to conduct a
sensitivity analysis.
Three properties of the probability calculations are
investigated. First, the precision of the probability calculations increases as the number of simulations increases.
Second, the computation time increases as the number of
simulations increases, and the computation times increases
as the mean number of undiscovered deposits increases.
Finally, a sensitivity analysis shows that the relative change
in the mean of the number of undiscovered deposits equals
the relative change in the mean of the total ore or mineral
resource tonnage.
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Software and Reproducibility
The calculations and the figures are generated with the
R language scripts that are stored in file “CalculationScripts.R.”
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